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Pretraining

Scaling up on both data and compute, 
training strong base models to improve 
knowledge of these models. 
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Finetuning

Finetuning and aligning the models to be 
more like chat assistants, and ensuring they 
are helpful and harmless.

Safety

Taking measures to increase the safety of 
these models, using safety-specific data 
annotation and tuning, as well as 
conducting red-teaming and employing 
iterative evaluations.



Pretraining 
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• 2T Tokens for all models, 40% more tokens than Llama-1

• 1.5x to 7x more compute used compared to Llama-1 models

• Longer Context 4K

• Grouped Query Attention for Inference Efficiency

• Scaling Training beyond 2K GPUs



Llama 2 Family
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More Compute and Longer Training

• Llama 2 70B model uses total compute of 
~8.26e23 FLOPs, 1.5x more than Llama 1. 

• Models have not yet converged, showing more 
room for training further into  “inference optimal” 
regime.



Long Context Pretraining : 2K → 4K
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Ablation of increasing context length on different long context tasks

• Useful for supporting longer histories in chat applications, various summarization tasks, understanding longer documents, coding 
etc

• Context length to use in pretraining is determined by the pretraining data distribution

• Continued pretraining these base model on longer context data can support context lengths much larger than 4k( 8k, 16k, 32k etc).



Grouped-Query Attention
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Throughput vs Latency as we 
increase batch size for different 
variants. MHA results in OOM at 

larger batch sizes, while MQA 
and GQA variants do not.



Scaling to 2k+ GPUs require efficient parallelism schemes

• FSDP + Communication Computation Overlap

• Tensor Parallel

• Sequence Parallel

• Selective Activation Recomputation
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Image Source : Zhao, Yanli, et al. "Pytorch FSDP: experiences on scaling fully sharded data parallel." arXiv preprint arXiv:2304.11277 (2023).

Parallelism



Pretrained Model Evaluation
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Finetuning
•
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• SFT

• Reward Models

• Iterative Finetuning with RLHF : Rejection Sampling & PPO

• Multiturn Consistency using GAtt



SFT Data
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● 3rd party datasets lack 
diversity and quality, for 
dialog style instructions.

● Focus on fewer but clean 
instruction-tuning data for 
higher quality models.

● Collected about 27k 
samples. 

● SFT model output often 
matched or outperformed 
human annotated data. So 
better to focus budget on 
Human Preference data 
annotation.

SFT Annotation Example



Human Preference Data
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Statistics of human preference data for reward modeling. We collected >1M samples, 
with an weekly cadence of data batches. Meta RM data had overall higher average 

tokens, turns and length of response per dialogue.



Reward Modeling
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We train two reward models, one optimized for helpfulness (Helpfulness RM) and other 
for safety (Safety RM)



Reward Model Results
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Performance of our Helpfulness RM and Safety RM models on a diverse
set of human preference benchmarks. Note that our model is fine-tuned on our 

collected data, as opposed to the other baselines that we report.



Scaling trends for Reward Models
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More data and a larger-size model generally improve accuracy, and it appears that our models have not 
yet saturated from learning on the human preference training data.



Iterative Finetuning with RLHF
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• Iterative versions : RLHF-V1, . . . , RLHF-V5

• Two approaches : 

﹘ Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)

﹘ Rejection Sampling Fine-Tuning

• Sequential Combination of Both Algorithms:

﹘ Until RLHF-V4, only Rejection Sampling was used.

﹘ Post RLHF-V4, a combination of both was used, sequentially 
applying PPO on the result of the Rejection Sampling checkpoint 
before sampling again.



Evolution of Llama-2-Chat Models
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We show the evolution after multiple iterations fine-tuning for the win-rate % of 
Llama-2-Chat compared to ChatGPT.



Human Eval Results
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Human evaluation results for Llama 2-Chat models compared to open- and 
closed-source models across ~4,000 helpfulness prompts with three raters per prompt.



Safety
• Safety in Pretraining

• SFT

• Safety RLHF

• Context Distillation

• Continuous Red Teaming

04 SAFETY



Impact of Safety RLHF
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We compare before and after Safety RLHF Llama 2-Chat checkpoints. Results 
showed an improvement in safety scores with safety tuning via RLHF, with no 

significant degradation in helpfulness scores.



Data Scaling trends for Safety RM
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Safety data scaling trends. Left: as we increase the amount of safety data in model 
training, the mean safety RM score improves significantly while the helpfulness 

counterpart remains relatively stable. Right: the left tail of safety RM scores (i.e., most 
unsafe responses) gradually disappears with the addition of more safety training data.



Context Distillation
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• Generate safety pre-prompts using various adjectives 
usually associated with safe behavior such as 
“responsible,” “respectful’,’ or “wise”.

• Prefix a safety pre-prompt to adversarial prompts to 
generate safer responses

• Fine-tune the model on its own safe output given the 
adversarial prompt without the pre-prompt

Distribution of safety RM scores from the base model, when adding a generic 
preprompt, and when adding a preprompt based on the risk category with tailored 

answer template. While a generic preprompt increases safety RM scores, a 
preprompt with tailored answer template helps even more. 



Safety Evaluation
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Evaluation of fine-tuned LLMs on different 
safety datasets

Single-turn and multi-turn violation percentage 
comparison of Llama-2-chat and various open 

source and closed source models.
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Some Interesting Observations

• RLHF fosters a synergy between humans and LLMs throughout 
the annotation process

• Dynamic re-scaling of temperature contingent upon the 
context 

﹘ For creative prompts, increasing temperature results in 
more diverse generations

﹘ For factual prompts, model provides same response in spite 
of rising temperature 

• Models showcase robust capability to organize its knowledge in 
a temporal manner, even with minimal data

• Tool usage can spontaneously emerge from alignment in a 
zero-shot manner
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Next Challenges

• Some of the next set of challenges across the various areas in LLM research

﹘ Getting more data,  multilingual, multimodal

﹘ Scaling to 1000s of GPUs with high MFU

﹘ Designing Architectures Efficient for training and inference, Hardware-Software Co-Design

﹘ Continual Learning and Updating Knowledge

﹘ Improving Factuality and Citing Sources

﹘ Reducing Hallucinations and Admitting Uncertainty

﹘ Removing harmful, offensive, or biased content

﹘ Adapting to world knowledge beyond training data
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